
Content Creation:

PROMPT 1

Create a compelling [article/blog post/podcast episode/video] that discusses [Custom
Topic] in the context of [relevant industry/niche/trend]. Delve into [specific area/aspects]
and provide valuable insights on how [Custom Topic] can [benefit/improve/impact] [target
audience]. Consider incorporating personal anecdotes, expert interviews, or research findings
to make the content engaging and informative.

PROMPT 2

Craft an engaging [infographic/slideshow/social media post] that visually presents the key
[facts/advantages/strategies] related to [Custom Topic]. Use creative design elements, such
as charts, graphs, or visually appealing illustrations, to capture the attention of your [target
audience]. Ensure that the content is concise, visually appealing, and easy to understand,
allowing viewers to grasp the essence of [Custom Topic] at a glance.

PROMPT 3

Create a comprehensive guide or tutorial on [Custom Topic] by exploring its [specific
features/strategies/techniques]. Provide practical examples and actionable advice that
readers can apply to their own [related projects/niche/business/studies].

Marketing: → https://chat.openai.com/share/f108c368-45e4-45b7-aa93-170edb7d2d86

PROMPT 1

Make 5 distinct CTA messages and buttons for [Your product/Your Service]

PROMPT 2

Create a [social media platform] campaign plan for launching an [your product], aimed at [
Your target audience].

PROMPT 3

https://chat.openai.com/share/f108c368-45e4-45b7-aa93-170edb7d2d86


Generate 5 creative ways to use Instagram Reels for [your product or service or company].

Business:

PROMPT 1

I need to write an email to an executive member of the department regarding a change in the
budget. Can you phrase it?

PROMPT 2

Help me develop a marketing strategy for [specific product/service]:
[Briefly describe your product or service, target audience, and any relevant information
about your business].

I would like assistance in creating a comprehensive marketing strategy that includes [specific
goals, channels, tactics, and metrics]. Please provide recommendations on how to effectively
reach our target audience and generate [specific outcomes, such as increased brand
awareness or lead generation]. Additionally, I would appreciate insights on budget allocation
and a timeline for implementation.

PROMPT 3

Assist me in drafting a proposal for [business opportunity]:

ACT LIKE an expert proposal writer.

I have identified a potential business opportunity with [specific details about the opportunity].
To pursue this opportunity, I need help in crafting a compelling proposal that highlights our
[unique selling points, expertise, and capabilities]. The proposal should clearly outline our
approach, deliverables, timeline, and pricing. Please provide guidance on structuring the
proposal, addressing key concerns, and showcasing the value we can bring to the project.


